
To ensure an enjoyable listening experience; Chris Conte Music is able to provide complete sound 
solutions with high quality fidelity.  If you can provide safe,  grounded (3 prong) electrical outlets, 
comfortable flat footing and cover from the elements, we can provide everything needed for pristine 
sound.  Outdoor concerts, large wedding halls, intimate house parties and most “nontraditional” venues 
can be filled with natural, crystal clear sound that is volume appropriate and a pleasure for the ears.  
Please call or email with questions.   

In the event of “out of town” venues providing sound staff and equipment, a list of requests are found 
below.

*A space appropriate full range sound system with 8 or more channels and 2 or more independently mixed 
monitors*.  
-A music stand (Manhasset or the like) per musician
Vox/Bass - Vocal microphone on an adjustable boom stand (SM58 or better/Neumann KMS105 if available)

- A well setup quality  ¾ Upright Bass outfitted with either a Fishman Full Circle or Gage 
Realist Pickup.

- Professional quality Bass Bow with fresh, good gripping hair – French grip if possible
- Microphone for front of house suitable for upright bass on a short adjustable boom stand 
- Bar stool
- Bass Cabinet – 1x12, 2x10 or 4x10 (Please no Hartke or Behringer)
- Bass amp 200 watts or more – (Gallien Krueger, MarkBass, Aguilar or the like)
-{NoBass D.I. for the front of house.  The bass amp will be for stage monitoring. Microphone 

for F.O.H> Only} 
Guitar - Tube guitar amp (15 watts or more) reverb and a 12 inch speaker {if solid state 100 watts 

or more}
- Microphone for guitar (SM57 or the like) 
- Stool or chair without arms

Piano - Piano (Steinway or Baldwin if possible) tuned and fully operational with 2 of the venues 
preferred microphones

- A height adjustable piano bench

In the unfortunate event that a true piano is not available, please provide a weighted key keyboard 
(Nord Piano 3 88 or the like) with a fully functional expression/sustain pedal and an additional 
personal monitor for pianist reference.

Drums -Fully operational drum kit with single ply white coated drum heads (preferences listed below)
- Bass Drum – 14” x 18” (must have No hole)
- Snare Drum – 5” x 14”
- Mounted Tom – 8” x 12”
- Floor Tom – 14” x 14”
- 3 Cymbal Stands
- Hi-Hat Stand
- Bass Drum Pedal
- Snare Drum Stand
- Drum Throne
- 3 microphones (2 general overhead and 1 shared between snare and hi hat)

**Please note that this form is strictly for general reference purposes.**  
Upon booking, a signed copy addressing your specific venues needs will be agreed upon with you the 
Purchaser.  

For intimate rooms that provide a true listening experience, a minimalist sound approach is welcomed 
and preferred.  
Please do not hesitate to reach out with questions or concerns. 
We look forward to making great music together.  Thank you!
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